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AROUND THE WORLD

Our kids set for another adventure. This time they´ve travelled around the world, just like
Willy Fog visiting all the continents and its various countries full of exciting activities,
culture and games within their class environment.

Year 1 classes, in addition, explored the world through joining the exhibition of Biennale of

https://mailchi.mp/3712692d82d9/nsl-autumn-time-5954696?e=602021651f


Illustrations in Bratislava Bibiana. Children loved it!

Altogether with wonderful cooperation from our dear parents who joined us at class
workshops for a session of parent teaching about various countries we could fully enjoy an
adventurous week! Big thanks to you, for being a part of it.

EARTH SECRETS



To explore the Earth secrets, we went for an excursion into the past to the Slovak National
Museum. Thanks to the great exhibits, we could dive under the surface of prehistoric seas
together with trilobites or see a dinosaur that once lived in Slovakia, in the Tatras, up close.
It helped us to realize how our Earth looked in the history of ages.

MAGIC SPACE

All science lovers and space enthusiasts were overexcited about the week when we
learned and talked about the magic space. Kids loved the space workshop where they
could play with various models of planets and got answers to all their questions. Some
children had their first chance ever to look through the real telescope and observed small
objects up in the sky.



Inspired by the workshop, children worked on their class projects using the knowledge and
experience about the Space. Some kids focused on Solar system models; others created
their own planetary exhibition. Well done everyone for your creativity!

WE SPY: What do the aliens look like?

NURSERY

Damir (Bunnies HP): Jumper.

Ela (Meerkats MD): They are all purple 😊.

Emma (Seahorses HP): They play with barbies.

Miško (Turtles KOL):They are flying. 

Vivi (Seahorses HP): They are scary like this “aaaa”.

Alix (Seahorses HP): They look like ladybugs. 😊

 

RECEPTION

MORE from PLANETARY PROJECTS

https://mcusercontent.com/b611c0224ab16c8c6e1d693ad/files/127984cb-7955-471d-17bc-a2e2bcf5ebf7/PLANETARY_PROJECTS.01.pdf


Sofia (Squirrels SM): They have three eyes and can fly.

Jakub (Giraffes KOL): Like Avengers. 

Zoja (Hedgehogs SM): Aliens look like scary monsters.

Teo (Giraffes KOL): Red and green. 

Arthur (Toucans MD): They are green and big, and they are everywhere.

Marínka (Llamas HP): They are jumping on the Moon.

Danko (Toucans MD): They are green with big black eyes and big head with small

body.

Gordon (Llamas HP): They are not friendly at all.

Nikola (Giraffes KOL): They live in another planet.  

YEAR 1

Riško (Penguins HP): I think they want to be friends with us.

Linda (Koalas KOL): I do not know how they look like but with many heads. 

Sárka (Alpacas MD): I know how they look like, but I will not tell. Okay, I know that

they are like triangle.

Fabi (Sharks SM): They are green, they have one or three eyes, they have lots of

legs.

Katka (Penguins HP): They can travel so fast and they are green!

Mary (Aras HP): They live in the space and are looking at us. Maybe they help us.

Alexey (Koalas KOL): They are green, and they have black costumes. And they

have horns with circles. And they have their own rockets. 

Katka (Alpacas MD): They have brown hair, and they like to play with their friends.

HALLOWEEN

The day came again when the sun did not rise, and our classes plunged into Halloween
darkness. A monster or a ghost peeked out at us from every corner. Something terrible 😊!
Children in the scariest but also the cutest costumes everywhere! And of course, the
traditional Halloween treasure hunt full of tasty treats. Yuck or yum?



TEACHERS INQUIRY: What are you afraid of?

Edina (SM): Seeing a crab moving in its crisscross pattern on a beach instantly

freaks me out.

Táňa (HP): I am afraid of climate crisis and getting old.

Liliia (KOL): Rats and mice. 

Táňa (SM): I am afraid of being alone after watching a scary film.

Lucka (MD): My biggest fears have always been heights and spiders! So, please,

don’t show me any spiders at some high place 😀

Simi (HP): I am afraid of the dark and sleeping on my own 😀

Bibi (MD): Oh! I am afraid of snakes. Yuck!

Leona (HP): I am afraid of sharks and deep dark water.

PUMPKIN CARVING

Autumn traditionally brings our favorite pumpkin carving when children and parents can
work on their best pumpkin. We loved the burst of creativity and enjoyed a great time spent



together.

FOREST SCHOOL

Children from Y1 classes joined the older friends from Cambridge at their forest school
kingdom. Kindergarteners enjoyed being around big kids and responsibly helped their new
friends with their forest jobs: building up the bunker, collecting branches for the fire, digging
holes, and looking for forest treasures. Everyone had a great time!

MORE from PUMPKIN CARVING

https://mcusercontent.com/b611c0224ab16c8c6e1d693ad/files/070faf53-d1af-5e43-7b5e-fc23ff144790/PUMPKIN_CARVING.pdf


CLASS PROJECTS

Sharks (Y1) in Stare mesto
explored the Earth secrets
by discovering its structure
and composition. They
created little models from
playdough showing core,
mantle and crust to
understand basic geological
processes.

Llama class (R) in Horsky
park worked on the bird
feeders to keep birds in
Horsky park safe in winter.
This way they learn to know
and protect our nature.

Koala children (Y1) in
Koliba created an amazing
exposition of little
prehistoric animals seen
in the Slovak national
museum made up from
conkers. 



Eagle class (N2) in Stare
mesto created their mini
model of volcano to
explore about geological
processes and dinosaur
times.

Penguins (Y1) in Horsky
park explored the world
travelling with wise
adventurous owl and her 
story. At the same time, they
practiced plenty o yoga
positions to feel it in the
body.

EVERYDAY LIFE 



Are you interested what was special in our classes? Click here to check
the activities we´ve been working on.

CLOSER LOOK AT...

In October, we are bringing you a closer look at SPEECH THERAPY - LOGOPEDIA
in our scheduled activities. 

OUR ART GALLERY

https://mcusercontent.com/b611c0224ab16c8c6e1d693ad/files/41d8ec62-6da6-3750-20e8-c9f1b1d9b715/OCTOBER_2023_ART_GALLERY.pdf


LATEST NEWS

It´s been already some time when we started

our cooperation with Mr Paul McCullough

running the English courses at Comenius

University. Once a year we welcome

university students to visit our kindergartens

to check the bilingualism in practice. Let us

share with you some of their feedbacks 😊.

We take a chance of our newsletter to promote a
very interesting start up, which can potentially make
your life easier when planning and organizing a party
for your child. We got a very positive feedback from
our parents, so if you struggle and search for help,
you may approach these ladies. 

WHAT´S NEW IN OUR SCHOOL

Students at school got busy in October with lots
of activities and events. Beside the Pyjama day in
Y2s; Open house mornings for parents in
primary; winning the CITI Innovation camp
competition in business; visiting Volkswagen
plant or joining Šamorín symposium - our
school hosted a science legend Prof. Ružena
Bajcsy and founded the first student company
Ecosketch. If you want to know more,
check www.cambridgeschool.eu

LOGOPEDIA

https://mcusercontent.com/b611c0224ab16c8c6e1d693ad/files/d74862db-cf93-d46d-8e57-5d3a522a7e8f/SPEECH_THERAPY.pdf
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